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DEAR FRIEND | FROM TONY

Since the launch of Faith Family Freedom in spring of 
2020, we’ve been encouraged by the positive response 
it has garnered. Originally developed to show our 
appreciation for your support of the work of Family 
Research Council, this publication has become so much 
more: a resource for our members, a place to share the 
work of our experts, and a physical representation of our 
ongoing commitment to stand for biblical values against 
a rising wave of secularism.

If there is anything the last several months have shown 
us, it’s that this stand is more important than ever. 
That’s why we have taken the step of adding to our FRC 
Senior Fellows team—experts on Christian worldview, 
the Constitution, law, religious liberty, and education, 
some of whose contributions appear in this issue. To 
learn more about them and their work, see page 21.

Even as we expand our team here at FRC, we 
acknowledge that all the expertise in the world cannot 
transform hearts or turn the tide we are witnessing here 
at home and around the world. That is why the gospel is 
and must be at the center of all we do. We will continue 
carrying out our mission of equipping and educating 
concerned citizens, pastors, and legislators across the 
nation, but without the transformative power of the 
Holy Spirit, any change will be temporary. 

It is our hope that Faith Family Freedom will not only 
inform your cultural and political engagement, but also 
your prayer life. As you read these pages, will you join 

“Rejoice in hope, be patient in tribulation, be constant in prayer.” – Romans 12:12, ESV

us in petitioning heaven for the situations and people 
represented? Here are some prayer points to consider:

When you read about the coming Supreme Court case 
that has real potential to overturn Roe v. Wade, pray for 
the hearts of the justices, the Mississippi attorney general 
who will argue the case, and most of all, mothers and 
fathers facing unplanned pregnancy or recovering from a 
past abortion. 

As you learn about the SAFE Act and the unethical use 
of kids for social experimentation, pray for medical and 
mental health providers, for parents, and for children 
who are being lied to concerning their bodies. 

When you read how many hold a truly biblical 
worldview in our nation, pray for revival; for believers to 
be filled with a passion for God through the reading of 
His word and the power of the Holy Spirit. 

As you read about rising antisemitism here and abroad, 
pray for protection for our Jewish brothers and sisters, 
for authorities around the world to take seriously these 
threats, and for a move of the Holy Spirit in the Jewish 
community. 

Even in the face of dark days, be encouraged. Your 
support of our work and your prayers for the vulnerable 
make a difference! Thank you for your partnership with 
FRC. God bless you!
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STATE OF 
THE STATES

 
 

While mainstream media focuses on 
Capitol Hill as the center of power, many 
of the decisions and events that have the 
most impact on your faith, family, and 
freedoms are happening in the states. 
Here’s a snapshot of a few victories and 
battles taking place across the nation…
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LOUISIANA – House Bill 146, which 
allows mothers to claim a tax credit if they’ve 
lost a child due to stillbirth, was signed into 
law right before the July 4th break. It honors 
mothers’ grief by affirming the pain of losing 

an unborn child. Louisiana’s law is the fifth of its kind in the 
nation and a step toward legally recognizing the truth that 
life has inherent worth and dignity, both inside and outside 
the womb.

COLORADO – After nine years, Jack 
Phillips of Masterpiece Cakeshop is still 
fighting for the freedom to live out his faith 
while running his business. Although the U.S. 
Supreme Court ruled in his favor in 2018, leftist 

activists have been openly targeting Phillips’ shop. This time, 
a customer requested a custom cake celebrating a gender 
transition. When Jack declined, the customer sued, and in 
June, a Colorado court ruled that his refusal violated state law. 
Phillips’ attorney from Alliance Defending Freedom, Kristen 
Waggoner, said, “Radical activists and government officials 
are targeting artists like Jack because they won’t promote 
messages on marriage and sexuality that violate their core 
convictions.”  

NEVADA – Due to some state and local 
governments’ overreach during COVID-19, 
the constitutional rights of ordinary citizens 
were tested in ways they had never been before. 
In response, Elko and Lander counties both 

declared themselves to be “constitutional counties.” This 
means the elected commissioners in both counties committed 
to following the U.S. Bill of Rights in their jurisdictions. 
They are the first two counties in the nation to make this 
declaration, demonstrating that lower authorities have every 
right to push back against higher authorities when they 
overstep the bounds of their constitutional mandates.

NORTH CAROLINA – Governor Roy Cooper 
(D) vetoed a prenatal nondiscrimination act (or 
PRENDA) on June 25. Had it been signed into law, 
it would have prohibited physicians from knowingly 
performing abortions sought because of an unborn 

child’s race, sex, or Down syndrome diagnosis. By vetoing the 
bill, Gov. Cooper rejected the opportunity to act against prenatal 
discrimination and refused to acknowledge the inherent value of 
every child in the womb.

PENNSYLVANIA – In 2018, the city of 
Philadelphia informed Catholic Social Services (CSS) 
that unless it agreed to place children with same-sex 
couples, the city would no longer refer children to the 
agency or enter into foster care contracts with it. CSS 

refused to comply with Philadelphia’s ultimatum because doing so 
would have violated the agency’s religious convictions. CSS took its 
case all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court, and on June 17th of this 
year, the Court ruled that Philadelphia must treat religious agencies 
like CSS equally to secular organizations. Although this decision was 
a victory for CSS, allowing the agency to continuing operating in 
accordance with its faith, the Court did not deliver the broad victory 
religious freedom advocates had hoped for. The work of protecting 
faith-based adoption and foster care agencies is far from over.

ILLINOIS – This summer, Chicago Public 
Schools updated their sex ed program to make 
condoms available to fifth grade students in the name 
of “prevention.” One has to wonder—why would 
these kids need condoms in the first place? It is never 

beneficial for a 10-year-old to be sexually active. Instead 
of giving condoms to children to prevent sexually transmitted 
diseases and pregnancy, why wouldn’t adults intervene in their 
lives to find out why a 10-year-old boy or girl would have use for 
a condom in the first place? FRC’s Mary Szoch observes, “No part 
of fifth-grade curriculum should involve access to condoms and 
the promotion of sexual activity, which obviously is exploitation of 
minors.”  
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 A Turning Point for 

LIFE 
 in America? 
  U.S. Supreme Court Will Hear  
Mississippi Abortion Case in Coming Months
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Interview with Mary Szoch  
Director of the Center for Human Dignity, FRC 
BY JOSH SHEPHERD

Nearly 50 years ago, the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in 
Roe v. Wade legalized abortion throughout all nine months 
of pregnancy. Since that time, an estimated 62 million lives 
have been lost in the womb due to abortion. The devastating 
consequences of Roe—and a subsequent Court ruling in Planned 
Parenthood v. Casey—have sparked a national pro-life movement 
that has been gaining momentum in recent years, particularly 
in state legislatures. Now, a Mississippi law banning elective 
abortions after the 15th week of pregnancy is the subject of an 
upcoming Supreme Court case that directly challenges the 
legality of Roe. 

In May, the U.S. Supreme Court agreed to take up Dobbs v. 
Jackson Women’s Health. A Mississippi abortion center operating 
in the state’s capital city has challenged a state law that bans 
abortion (in most cases) after the 15th week of pregnancy. The 
law passed with bipartisan support and reflects polling that 
shows most Americans want abortion restricted to the first 
trimester. 

Recent cases related to abortion policies have centered on state 
health and safety standards or other challenges “on the edges” of 
the central issue. But in Dobbs, life itself is front and center.

In a brief filed in late July on behalf of the law, Mississippi 
Attorney General Lynn Fitch boldly declared that the Court 
got it wrong in 1973 and should overturn Roe v. Wade. “The 
conclusion that abortion is a constitutional right has no basis in 
text, structure, history, or tradition,” wrote Fitch. 
 
Fitch went on to defend the specific Mississippi law at issue. 
“[This] law rationally furthers valid interests in protecting 
unborn life, women’s health, and the medical profession’s 
integrity. It is therefore constitutional.” 

FRC BOLSTERS PRO-LIFE ARGUMENTS 
AT COURT, IN CULTURE
To support Mississippi’s case, experts at Family Research 
Council (FRC) filed an amicus brief with the Supreme 
Court—a “friend of the court” statement providing further 
arguments for the justices to consider. 

In the brief, Consovoy McCarthy Law firm and FRC legal 
expert Katherine Beck Johnson noted that abortion policies 
created by Roe and the related decision in Planned Parenthood v. 
Casey are “hopelessly unworkable.” Such standards are “nothing 
more than a vehicle for judges to make policy judgments and 
have inflicted significant damage on this nation.”

During the coming months, FRC leaders and experts will back 
up pro-life members of Congress and other public officials who 
make a logical, moral case for life. There will be opportunities to 
make a winsome case for life in Congress, at protests outside the 
court, on national news, and in other venues—with voices from 
FRC prepared to participate in each of them. 

Indeed, the need for compelling truth goes beyond the halls 
of power. Even professing Christians are susceptible to media 
distortions about this Mississippi pro-life law and what a ruling 
that upholds life would mean for the nation. According to Pew 
Research polling, 21 percent of white evangelical Protestants say 
abortion should be legal in all or most cases.

Mobilizing a network of hundreds of churches, FRC has 
planned a national “Love Life Campaign,” urging Christians to 
pray in front of courthouses—in addition to providing pastors 
relevant tools to educate their lay leaders and members. 

In a recent interview, Mary Szoch, director of FRC’s Center for 
Human Dignity, said, “In such a critical moment to save lives, all 
people of faith need to speak up and act.” 

ANSWERING COMMON CONCERNS
Motivated to save lives, many are engaged like never before. 
Since January, more than 90 pro-life laws have been enacted in 
19 states nationwide. In several states, FRC experts testified in 
support. 

Yet some pro-life Americans are exhausted and unsure if their 
voice matters. Some younger pro-life advocates express concerns 
about “imposing morality” on those who don’t share their values. 

Szoch notes that all laws reflect a society’s standards of right 
and wrong. “Our nation has laws against murder and child 
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pornography because those immoral 
acts do irreparable harm and must have 
consequences,” she said. “Abortion 
immorally cuts short an innocent life.” 

One way Szoch reframes the abortion 
issue is to focus on the costs to society and 
families. “The loss of the life of the baby 
is the greatest tragedy of abortion,” she 
said. “But the second greatest tragedy is 
the wounds that have been caused in the 
hearts of so many people.”

Szoch cites one figure that shows that by 
the age of 30, almost 20 percent of U.S. 
women have had an abortion—including 
those who attend church regularly. This 
means there are mothers, fathers, siblings, 
and grandparents all facing losses who 
pass us in the grocery store or sit next to 
us in the pew. “The woundedness caused 
by abortion runs deep,” she said. 

For Szoch, advocacy to save lives and 
upholding pregnancy care go hand-in-
hand.

THE FACTS PROVE:
ABORTION ISN’T HEALTH CARE 
False narratives about the Dobbs case 
are sure to dominate popular media 
this fall. In interviews and legal briefs, 
pro-abortion activists will contend that 
expanding abortion access improves health 
outcomes for women and the Mississippi 
law must therefore be struck down. 

But Szoch says this talking point can be 
disproven with a little research. Simply 
look at which U.S. metropolitan areas 
have the most expansive abortion policies 

and consider how maternal health is 
faring there. 

“The top place [for expansive abortion 
policies] is actually here in Washington, 
D.C.,” Szoch noted. “Anyone can perform 
abortions. You can have an abortion at any 
stage in pregnancy for any reason. There 
are virtually no restrictions, including basic 
health restrictions or sanitary conditions 
or reporting abuse of minors.” 

Concurrent with those expansive policies, 
pregnant women in the nation’s capital 
city fare worse than women in any other 
U.S. metro area. In fact, maternal mortality 
in the District is actually worse than in 
war-torn Syria. 

Szoch notes that, appallingly, health 
outcomes for black mothers in 
Washington, D.C. are significantly worse 
than for white mothers. “There is no 
hospital with an operating OB-GYN 
unit in the majority African-American 

wards of the District,” she said. “African-
American women have all sorts of access 
to abortion, but the maternal mortality 
rate is still incredibly high.”

Philadelphia has a similar issue, with more 
abortion centers than OB-GYN units. As 
a result, women’s lives, health, and future 
fertility are endangered even as lives in the 
womb are tragically ended. 

“Counting abortion as maternal health 
care is contributing to this problem 
because abortion is not health care,” said 
Szoch. “Abortion actually increases the 
likelihood of complications in future 
pregnancies.” 

CAN THE NATION HEAL 
FROM WHAT ABORTION DOES? 
Ingrained in our culture for decades, 
abortion remains the greatest challenge 
to human dignity as well as a significant 

The loss of the life of the baby is the greatest tragedy of abortion, 
but the second greatest tragedy is the wounds that have been 
caused in the hearts of so many people. — Mary Szoch



How You Can Pray 
FRC is actively engaged in the important work of writing legal briefs 
and advocating for pro-life policies. However, we also believe God’s 
Word when it says that prayer is powerful and effective. 

Furthermore, Proverbs 21:1 (ESV) says, “The king’s heart is a stream 
of water in the hand of the Lord; he turns it wherever he will.” In this 
case, the nine U.S. Supreme Court justices are the authority figures 
whose conscience we know God can speak to. 

In the coming months, let’s petition the courts of heaven—higher than 
any earthly court:

1. Pray for wisdom for the nine justices, that they would come 
to recognize the inherent value of every precious life created 
in the image of God, both born and unborn. 

2. Pray for Mississippi Attorney General Lynn Fitch and her 
team, who will be defending the Mississippi pro-life law 
before the high court.

3. Pray that amicus briefs from FRC and other groups will be 
considered by all of the justices, as scholars and scientists 
grounded in ethical and moral reasoning have put forward 
their best arguments in defense of vulnerable lives. 

4. Pray that the truth about the Dobbs case will be reported 
accurately, including through FRC’s multimedia channels, 
on social media, on the radio, and even perhaps in the 
mainstream media.

5. Pray that churches will speak and act on behalf of at-
risk children and mothers in need, talking openly about 
the scourge of abortion and supporting those within their 
community in need of pregnancy help. 

To inform your prayers with case developments, keep connected with 
FRC, especially our daily Washington Watch broadcast.

threat to women’s health and wellbeing. 
“We seem to lack a willingness to explore 
what abortion is actually doing to 
women,” said Szoch. “Until we’re ready 
to confront that reality, we are going to 
see maternal mortality rates continue to 
increase.”

Dobbs will be the first abortion case 
to be fully argued before the Supreme 
Court since Amy Coney Barrett was 
confirmed as an associate justice. Given 
the presence of Justices Neil Gorsuch, 
Brett Kavanaugh, and Barrett—all Trump 
appointees—on the Court, some might 
assume they can predict the outcome 
of this case before a decision is handed 
down. “But time and again, we have seen 
the Supreme Court surprise us,” said 
Szoch. “In 1992, Republican-appointed 
justices ruled without regard to the 
Constitution in the infamous Planned 
Parenthood v. Casey case.” 

Szoch reflected on the battle each recent 
Court appointee faced to be confirmed. 
“The belief was that each of them would 
be strict interpreters of the Constitution 
as it’s written. We can be certain that the 
Constitution does not grant the right 
to an abortion. I urge people of faith to 
pray for the justices, that they will have 
courage and wisdom.” 

Oral arguments in Dobbs are set for this 
fall, with a ruling likely in June 2022. 
In retrospect, this case could be seen as 
a watershed moment for the pro-life 
movement. 

Regardless of the case outcome, Szoch 
says the movement’s work will continue to 
be two-fold. “First, we work to create pro-
life laws so babies will not die and more 
women and men will not be wounded 
by the atrocity of abortion. Secondly, as 
Christians, we seek to bring God’s mercy 
and love to people, and to help them heal 
that woundedness within themselves.” 

Mary Szoch, Director of FRC’s Center 
for Human Dignity, was interviewed by 
journalist Josh Shepherd for this article. 

tonyperkins.com
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For almost a decade, I have been teaching research and program evaluation skills to graduate students seeking a career in the 
mental health profession.

I was alway grateful for the point in the semester when it was time to cover the module on research ethics. Although the 
study of ethics might not sound terribly exciting, these classroom discussions were invigorating compared to our lessons on 
statistical conclusion validity. During our ethics lesson, we covered many of the historical studies that led to present-day 
regulations for the treatment of human subjects. 

A few of these standard examples included the now infamous deceitful research protocols imposed on 
African American men in the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, the atrocities outlined in the Nuremberg trials, 

and many other accounts that were, in some instances, patently evil, and in other ways, grossly 
misguided. 

Today, we face an ethical dilemma in how we care for children who are in psychological 
pain and confusion about their biological sex. As in the historical accounts of bad ethics 

Protecting the Vulnerable: 
A Call to Uphold Ethical Standards 
in Treating Gender Confusion
BY JENNIFER BAUWENS, PH.D.

In society’s race to embrace the cause du jour of transgenderism,  
the physical, mental, and spiritual health of children are being trampled.
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referenced above, we can only guess the motives of proponents 
of transgendering children. Conceivably, some are diabolically 
motivated by profit, while others are grossly misguided into 
thinking that gender transition procedures, including puberty 
blockers, cross-sex hormones, and/or gender reassignment 
surgeries, are the best course of action for individuals struggling 
with their biological sex. Regardless, these invasive and often-
irreversible physiological procedures present grave ethical 
concerns. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF ETHICS IN 
HUMAN RESEARCH

The purpose of studying ethics is to understand historical 
mistreatment carried out in the scientific community in order to 
avoid future harm to research subjects. 

For this, we turned to the 1979 Belmont Report, which 
highlights three ethical principles central to the treatment of 
research participants. Although these principles are specific 
to scientific inquiry, there is much overlap between research 
ethics and the foundation of many human services professionals’ 
ethical codes for how we engage in practice. 

These three ethical principles demand participants be treated 
with beneficence, justice, and respect. 

First, the ethical principle of beneficence carries the idea of 
minimizing risk or harm while maximizing the benefits of 
a study outcome. Importantly, beneficence underscores the 
obligation to “do no harm.” 

Equally important is the principle of respect, which is the idea 
that research subjects should be treated courteously, without 
any type of coercion to participate, and given protection and the 
right to self-determination whenever they are capable of making 
their own choices. Additionally, enough information should be 
given to the study participant to ensure involvement is truly 
voluntary. 

Lastly, justice, as it relates to ethics, requires that research 
participants be treated with equity in the distribution of care, 
with fairness, and without exploitation.  

As I shared these ethical principles with my students, we then 
applied them to their own research interests, noting that the 
invasiveness level of their proposed studies was directly related 
to the number of ethical safeguards they should be factoring 
into their investigation. Likewise, if my students proposed a 
study with a vulnerable population (i.e., children, prisoners, 
etc.), their research protocol would necessarily undergo a stricter 
review process by an oversight committee to determine if the 
aforementioned ethical principles were met and participants 
were kept from harm. 

THE PROLIFERATION OF GENDER 
CONFUSION AND THE TARGETING OF 
MINORS

After sharing these principles and historic accounts of violations 
with my students, I would end our unit on ethics with a question 
and an admonishment. I noted, “isn’t it easy to look back in 
history, devoid of social context, and characterize the mistakes of 
others as backward, bigoted, and perhaps evil?” What about our 
ability to ascertain ethical practices in our day? Are we able to 
perceive mistreatment? 

In other words, can we discern and refute a theory or an 
intervention when it goes against what is fashionable or even 
recommended by the authorities of our day?  

Arguably, we are at a time that requires a thoughtful 
examination of how we ethically care for and protect our 
children. According to Rev. D. Paul Sullins, Ph.D., a senior 
research associate of the Ruth Institute, there are currently 
an estimated 13,000 people in the United States who, as 
minors, started a pharmaceutical treatment to block the natural 
maturation process of their biological gender. 

To date, there have been 11,000 sex reassignment surgeries 
performed in the United States, according to the American 
Society of Plastic Surgeons. The surgical market is predicted to 
grow from the year 2020 value of $304.8 million to a forecasted 
$781.8 million in 2027. That is roughly a 14 percent growth rate 
over the next seven years. As demands are placed on this market, 
we can expect minors to be increasingly targeted for these 
profitable interventions. 

Predicted transgender surgical market growth

2020
$304.8
million

2027
$781.8
million
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We should be greatly alarmed by the fact that minors 
can access medical interventions to radically alter their 
physiology in an effort to “fix” gender dysphoria. This 
disturbing fact should garner our full attention and 
prompt us to act. 

Currently, there are reported instances of minors 
seeking counseling for a set of distressing psychological 
symptoms (e.g., anxiety, suicidal ideation, substance 
abuse) that are often found in tandem with gender 
confusion. In many cases, the focal point of treatment 
will be the gender dysphoria diagnosis. 

Part of the subsequent treatment recommendations will 
be for the clinician to affirm the minor’s desired gender 
identity. According to the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), the clinician is 
supposed to wait six months before diagnosing gender 
dysphoria. 

There are several problems with this diagnosis. For 
now, there is no clear and sound understanding into 
the etiology of gender dysphoria. In fact, one large-
scale study included in a 2016 issue of the Journal of 
Adolescent Health found elevated reports of depression 
and anxiety that were two and three times higher in 
gender minorities or transgendered persons. 

Based on these findings from 2016, the authors called 
for more studies to investigate the cause of depression 
and anxiety among those identifying as transgender. 

At this time, there is still no clear reason given by 
researchers that fully explains the elevated rates of 
psychological distress in the transgender community. 
Rather, the argument is often made that discrimination 
is one of the primary sources of psychological distress 
in the community. We can recognize that the effects of 
discrimination or bullying may account for distress in 
some people, but is this true in every case? 

Can we really say that discrimination is the primary 
reason why studies like the 2021 report from the Trevor 
Project continue to find that 52 percent of transgender 
and nonbinary youth surveyed considered suicide in the 
last year?

There is also mounting evidence from studies, such as 
one that appeared in a 2015 issue of Drug and Alcohol 
Dependence journal, that other psychological symptoms 
like substance abuse are also associated with gender 
dysphoria and experienced at higher rates when 
compared to those who do not identify as transgender. 
Shouldn’t this give us pause before sending minors on a 
path that involves medical intervention? 

Advocating for the  
SAFE Act

It has long been known that some children suffer from “gender 
incongruity” (a disconnect between one’s psychological, self-
perceived “gender identity” and one’s biological sex) or “gender 
dysphoria” (distress about such incongruity). Studies have shown 
that, when left to themselves, most children with such conditions 
outgrow them and do not identify as “transgender” adults. 

However, such conditions and identities are increasingly being 
embraced and actively affirmed, not only through “social transition” 
(changing one’s public expression of gender identity) but also 
through radical physiological interventions. These include the use 
of drugs to block normal puberty, the administration of cross-sex 
hormones, and gender reassignment surgery.

Each of these procedures has serious negative side effects—up 
to and including permanent sterilization. Despite claims to the 
contrary, these procedures are often not reversible, and they are not 
evidence-based. 

Research has not shown that these procedures are effective in 
accomplishing their purpose, which is to improve the patient’s 
mental health. They violate the most fundamental principle of 
medical ethics: “First, do no harm.”

These facts fully justify—in fact, they demand—state and federal 
legislation to prohibit such procedures from being performed upon 
minors. 

That’s why Family Research Council is actively recommending and 
supporting the Save Adolescents from Experimentation (SAFE) 
Act in states across the nation. 

This legislation addresses three key points:
• “Gender transition” is an experiment; no “treatment” can 

change a person’s genetic composition, and no studies have 
demonstrated long-term benefits.

• The government should not force taxpayers to fund it, insurers 
to cover it, or children to be subjected to it.

• Legal remedies should be provided for minors who have been 
permanently disfigured and/or sterilized.

The staggering growth of transgenderism has left children 
vulnerable to life-altering procedures. All Americans of conscience 
have an obligation to protect the next generation from this medical 
experimentation.

To learn more, visit frc.org/safeact.
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PROTECTING THE VULNERABLE 
MUST BE CENTRAL TO THE HELPING 
PROFESSION

Aside from a lack of solid evidence to support the medical 
approach to gender dysphoria, we cannot forget that gender-
affirming practices are in grave opposition to the ethical standard 
of causing no harm. 

When a minor is offered a risky intervention like puberty-
blockers or sex-reassignment surgery, both of which lack solid 
empirical evidence, this should be deemed an ethical violation. 
Again, these treatments are given without a clear understanding 
into the etiology of gender dysphoria or the long-term effects 
these procedures have on minors. 

Historically, children have been viewed as a vulnerable 
population and are owed greater protection by our current ethical 
standards. Yet, we are seeing states like Oregon redefine these 
basic ethical principles, as evidenced by the state permitting 
15-year-olds to make permanent alterations to their physiology.

Minors who are expressing psychological distress and are not 
yet old enough to vote in elections have been deemed capable 
of giving consent to making structural changes to their bodies 
that may alter the course of their lives. 

At the very least, decisions to undergo radical treatments—
including puberty blockers, initiating a lifelong regimen of 
hormone treatments, and surgical procedures aimed at removing 

healthy organs and body parts—should not be done in haste and 
not until development has ceased. 

Likewise, these decisions should be made with true informed 
consent that respects an appropriate age for self-determination. 
To further support genuine consent, gender clinics should be 
mandated to discuss the full range of medical and surgical 
outcomes, including a possible desire to de-transition sometime 
in the future. 

We stand at an exceptional point in history, faced with a 
decision about how we will ethically and responsibly care for the 
distressed children of our day. True scientific advancement can be 
contaminated when the helping profession is unduly influenced 
by politics. 

What will our response be? 

Will we see beyond the current in-vogue theories and 
interventions of a constructed idea like gender dysphoria? Will 
we protect vulnerable children from being physiologically and 
psychologically marred by these harmful and unethical practices? 
Importantly, can we commit to searching for real answers to 
address the true source of our children’s pain? 

A version of this article was originally published in June 2021. To 
read the full version or to find more information on this important 
topic, visit frc.org/gender-identity.

Jennifer Bauwens, Ph.D., is Director of the Center for Family Studies 
at Family Research Council.



In May 2021, Family Research Council launched the Center for Biblical 
Worldview (CBW) with the mission of helping Christians think and live 

biblically. CBW will equip Christians with the truth of God’s Word 
to advance and defend their faith in their families, communities, 

and the public square. 

Dr. George Barna joined CBW as Senior Research Fellow, 
bringing 40 years of experience in survey research on 
worldview, cultural transformation, ministry applications, 
spiritual development, and politics. His recent national 
survey regarding the state of worldview in America was 
released along with the launch of CBW. The survey 
included 1,000 adults, randomly selected from across 
the nation. The objective was to provide research-based 
insights about how many people believe they possess a 
biblical worldview and integrate that worldview into all 
areas of their lives. 

I recently interviewed Dr. Barna about the 
survey’s alarming results—51 percent of 
adults claim to have a biblical worldview, 
but based on testing through the American 
Worldview Inventory, just 6 percent of 

the adult population actually do. Yet, while 
America is trending away from God’s Word, Barna’s 
insights and the mission of the Center for Biblical 
Worldview bring a renewed hope. There is a way 
forward for our culture to be rooted and thriving.

UNPACKING THE SURVEY 

In the survey’s key findings, were you surprised by the 
discrepancy between what people believe and what the Bible 

teaches?  

George Barna: No, and part of that is because I’ve been doing this kind 
of research for so long. I have seen numbers similar in years past. The other 

reason it doesn’t surprise me is that Americans tend to be pretty self-deceived. 
We believe what we want to believe. We see what we want to see. And when 
you find, as we have in the research, that 69 percent of Americans believe that 

Through the Lens of Scripture
Interview with George Barna,
Senior Research Fellow at the Center for Biblical Worldview.  

BY JULIE KLOSE

BIBLICALWORLDVIEW
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they are basically good people, it’s not surprising that they 
think that they have a worldview that would please God or be 
consistent with his principles. Most people believe they have a 
biblical worldview, but they are at a loss when we ask them to 
describe it. There are many factors at play here, which makes this 
kind of result not surprising. Disappointing? Yes. Surprising? 
No. 

What are the cultural implications if this trend continues?

GB: Well, you can see the chaos in our culture today, and I 
believe you can primarily attribute it to the fact that 94 percent 
of Americans do not live in concert with a biblical worldview. 
If more people lived in harmony with God’s principles, we 
wouldn’t have the chaos, animosity, deceit, and other issues that 
define American society. So as we look to the future, we have to 

look at things generationally. With each succeeding generation, 
the biblical worldview figure is on the decline. For instance, 
among the youngest adult generation—the millennials—only 
four percent have a biblical worldview. They are our primary 
parenting generation. What are they going to give to their 
children? Well, certainly not a biblical worldview because you 
can’t give what you don’t have. If you look at the younger half of 
the millennial generation, that number declines to two percent. 
We are moving in the wrong direction, and the outcomes reflect 
that. Culturally, what we are looking at in the future is even 
greater chaos and constant challenges until we can turn this 
around and live in the way that God has prescribed for us—to 
thrive and have a joyful life.

How do you define a biblical worldview?

GB: Let’s start with worldview. A worldview is an intellectual, 
emotional, and spiritual filter that people possess. It helps them 
to experience, interpret, and respond to everything that happens 
in their life. It is their decision-making filter, and every single 

decision that a person makes goes through that filter. A person’s 
worldview starts developing at 15 to 18 months of age and is 
almost completely formed by 13. We refine that worldview 
during our teens and early to mid-20s and figure out how to 
best implement it and articulate it. But it forms very early 
because you need a worldview to get through every day since 
it’s your decision-making filter, and we are constantly making 
decisions. 

A biblical worldview is a decision-making filter based on biblical 
principles and commands. It’s our way of trying to understand—
“how did Jesus think?” This filter causes us to act in response to 
stimuli in particular ways. You want to think like Jesus so that 
you can act like Jesus. For someone who’s a disciple of Christ, 
that would be their thought process.

Based on when a person’s worldview is formed, it would seem that the 
target age to develop a biblical worldview is childhood. How has missing 
this contributed to the decline? 

GB: If you look at the history of the United States, what you 
find is that parents recognized that raising their children to 
be disciples of Jesus was a very important element. Over time, 
that has diminished. Things changed dramatically when public 
schools entered into the public way of life. Parents were no 
longer taking the lead in shaping the minds and hearts of their 
children. They passed it off to teachers, youth pastors, children’s 
pastors, or other individuals. Today, with the onslaught of 
technology, we have the arts and entertainment media and 
information media having the most dramatic impact on shaping 
children’s worldview. So, things were dramatically different in 
the past, when beliefs, values, and morals were taught in the 
home and reinforced in communities of faith. As family and the 
local church have faded in terms of influence, other elements of 
society are bringing completely different ways of living to the 
forefront.

Do you think, historically, the church has understood this and could focus 
on this better? 

GB: We’re currently updating research through the Cultural 
Research Center at Arizona Christian University to determine 
how things have changed and what we need to address to 
become more effective. Many Christian churches in America 
believe that the spiritual game is won or lost based on how we 
minister to and through adults. My argument is that because a 
person’s worldview is formed before the age of 13, we win or lose 
the spiritual battle—both in the individual and in the culture 
at large—before somebody becomes an adult. So, it makes 
strategic sense for us to be investing our resources most heavily 
into children’s ministry and preparing children for the future. As 
Proverbs says, if you raise a child to know and honor God, they 
will not abandon that lifestyle as they age. But if you don’t give 
them that foundation when they are young, the chance of them 
ever getting it is very slim.



INTEGRATING FAITH

The survey highlights those who are guided by their faith and integrating it 
into all areas of their lives. You coined the term SAGE Cons. Can you define 
SAGE Cons and what the survey revealed about this particular group? 

GB: SAGE Cons is a name I developed to encapsulate a 
particular segment of the population. It stands for Spiritually 
Active Governance Engaged Conservative Christians. When 
measuring SAGE Cons, we look for people who are deeply 
committed to their Christian faith. They believe the Bible is 
true, accurate, and the relevant word of God in their lives today. 
Their Christian faith compels them to infuse Christ into every 
dimension of our culture: education, politics, family, business, 
or media. They may not have a natural interest or a personal 
inclination to get involved in politics or government. Yet, 
because of their love of Christ and their interpretation of what 
the Bible teaches, they believe that it’s important to get involved 
as God calls them. Politically speaking that might be voting, 
talking to people about issues and candidates from a biblical 
perspective, or getting involved in grassroots activism. 

SAGE Cons represent about 9 percent of the population, but 
they have a much more significant impact than that 9 percent 
figure suggests. In the 2020 election, 99 percent of SAGE 
Cons voted. That represented about 14 percent of the voting 
population and more than 30 percent of Donald Trump’s vote. 
SAGE Cons have an outsized influence on the world around 
them in many areas, but that’s an example of their impact on the 
political arena.

How do we build that population up?

GB: We have to pursue people moving into that segment 
of the population intentionally. Most people don’t become 
SAGE Cons by accident. Usually, somebody modeled it for 
them and encouraged them to think and behave that way. They 
connected with other SAGE Cons and didn’t feel alone. All of 

that is important along with the spiritual component—helping 
individuals understand that biblically we are called to be salt 
and light. 

Unfortunately, the culture is influencing the church more than 
the church is influencing the culture. To turn that around, 
individuals must recognize what the Bible teaches about our 
responsibility to be that kind of influence. That is only likely to 
happen when you have an individual or organization encouraging 
you and building you up and supporting you in that activity. 

In a nation where 70 percent of adults call themselves Christian and 30 
percent (theologically speaking) are born again Christians, why are those 
numbers so much higher than the 9 percent of SAGE Cons? 

GB: Well, our study finds that two out of three people who 
regularly attend conservative Protestant churches say they are 
dying for their pastors to teach them how to think biblically 
about current issues. They want to know how to apply biblical 
principles to politics, government, social issues, and other areas. 
They don’t want their pastor telling them who to vote for, but 
they do want their pastor to teach them how to think biblically 
about current issues. 

A couple of things indicate the failure of most pastors to 
teach these matters. First, we asked conservative Protestant 
pastors directly whether or not they think the Bible speaks to 
the current issues of the day. We listed 13 issues in the study. 
More than 90 percent of the pastors agreed the Bible speaks 
to all 13. However, when we asked a follow-up question of 
their willingness to teach their congregants about what the 
Bible says about each particular issue, there was not one for 
which a majority of those pastors said they would. In fact, 
for 12 of the 13 issues, less than 10 percent of the pastors of 
conservative Protestant churches said they were willing to 
speak to their congregation about those issues. That is one 
of the indicators that Christians are not getting the kind of 
teaching, leadership, and encouragement that they need from 
their pastors. 

Secondly, my research revealed that in the last two election 
cycles, conservative Christians in America were the group 
least likely to talk about the election issues to people they 
thought were probably not conservative Christians. When we 
asked them why, they responded that they didn’t adequately 
understand the issues and feared they would be out-argued and 
unable to represent God well in those conversations. As a result 
of that, they felt it was better to remain quiet.

THE CENTER FOR BIBLICAL WORLDVIEW

In tandem with this national survey, FRC launched the Center for Biblical 
Worldview. How will this new ministry and your involvement as Senior 
Research Fellow help to solve this worldview crisis? 

N
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GB: We need effective ministries to focus on how we can alter 
the trajectory of our nation—our culture—and the best way 
to do that is by addressing worldview. The Center for Biblical 
Worldview (CBW) is where we want to take the research from 
FRC and the Cultural Research Center and work in partnership. 
We want the same goal for society and individuals—to know, 
love, and serve God with all their heart, mind, and soul 
(Matthew 22:37). 

The CBW will take the information from the research and 
convert it into resources and experiences that will challenge 
people at the point of their worldview, and hopefully, help refine 
their worldview so that they live in harmony with what the 
Scriptures teach and what God wants for our lives. 

I am personally excited to be part of this because I have worked 
with FRC on various projects over the years, and I have come 
to see how influential and effective FRC is in its work. Now to 
focus on raising up more SAGE Cons, addressing worldview 
issues in our culture, and educate people toward developing a 
biblical worldview—that’s a very exciting prospect for me.

What resources will CBW be able to provide to families, pastors, and 
churches to help view the world through the lens of Scripture?

GB: CBW will be doing additional research projects to move 
forward strategically in worldview development. There will 
be events for pastors, churches, and families interested in the 
political arena to understand the biblical worldview. We are 
creating media, including a video series, to inform them about 

cultural issues. Through the Washington Watch radio program, 
we will be communicating how to think about current events in 
our culture. CBW may also create a curriculum for schools and 
churches to help expose children to biblical thinking. There are 
many opportunities, and I’m looking forward to seeing all the 
different kinds of resources we can create.

This new FRC ministry is encouraging, but the results of the study are 
disheartening. How do we remain hopeful as believers in Christ? 

GB: We have to remember that God is in charge. We are on 
the winning side, but that doesn’t mean it’s always going to be 
easy. If you read through the Bible, the history of God’s people 
is about being the underdogs in every culture. It’s only natural 
that we feel outnumbered, but there’s no situation in Scripture 
where God’s people ultimately lose. If our worldview is about 
consistent obedience to God, we shouldn’t be worried about how 
the culture responds to that obedience. We know scripturally, 
there will be times when we are ridiculed, disparaged, and 
persecuted. That is the nature of war, and that’s what we live 
in—a spiritual war. Every time God does something great to 
transform a culture, he does it with a remnant of people. He 
never waits till he has a majority to get the job done. We don’t 
need to be a majority, we need to be faithful and obedient, and 
God will work through us to do great things.

Julie Klose is a freelance writer and blogger at JulieKlose.com. She 
is the author of Giving Hope an Address: The Teen Challenge 
Legacy Story and co-author of She Found His Grace: A True 
Story of Hope, Love, and Forgiveness after Abortion. 
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More than ever before, Christians need to be grounded 
in the truth of God’s Word and be prepared to articulate it in a winsome manner. By 
applying the Bible and the historical teachings of the church to a wide range of relevant 
issues—including voting, religious liberty, abortion, marriage, and sexuality—the 
Biblical Worldview Series helps Christians fulfill the exhortation of 1 Peter 3:15 to 
always be prepared to make a defense for what we believe.

CHECK OUT OUR LATEST PUBLICATIONS

For more information, visit our website at  

frc.org/worldview  

I N T E R N  W I T H  U S

To order copies of the Biblical Worldview Series for use 
in your church or small group, call 1-800-225-4008. 

Pastors and church leaders can receive a ministry discount 
at checkout. Or you can place an order at frc.org/store.
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For more information, visit our website at  

frc.org/worldview  

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT FRC.ORG/INTERNSHIPS

I N T E R N  W I T H  U S

SPEND A SEMESTER IN WASHINGTON, D.C. 
ADVANCING FAITH, FAMILY, AND FREEDOM!

Develop skills in research and writing regarding sanctity of life, 
marriage & family, religious liberty, and many other policy issues.

Grow personally and professionally under the oversight 
and mentorship of  FRC experts & scholars.

Attend FRC policy lectures and hear from influential leaders 
in the conservative movement.

Earn a stipend and stay in FREE housing just a block away 
from the Supreme Court and the U.S. Capitol.
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Introducing a Few 
Good Fellows 
Family Research Council Senior Fellows JOSEPH BACKHOLM is Senior Fellow for Biblical 

Worldview and Strategic Engagement. He is an attorney and 
former President and General Counsel of the Family Policy 
Institute of Washington. He also developed and launched the 
“What Would You Say?” video platform at the Colson Center for 
Christian Worldview. In his role, Joseph helps explain, equip, and 
engage the American public with a biblical worldview on matters 
of faith, family, and freedom.

GEORGE BARNA is a Senior Research Fellow for the 
Center for Biblical Worldview (CBW). He has conducted 
groundbreaking research on worldview, cultural transformation, 
ministry applications, spiritual development, and politics. 
George’s surveys and research play a key part in the CBW’s 
response to declining biblical literacy among Christians as 
we sponsor new initiatives to revive and cultivate a biblical 
worldview among believers.

KEN BLACKWELL is the Senior Fellow for Human Rights 
and Constitutional Governance. He is a national bestselling 
author and has also served in a variety of political positions, 
including Mayor of Cincinnati, Treasurer and Secretary of State 
for Ohio, and undersecretary at the U.S. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development. Ken’s commentaries have been 
published in major newspapers and websites, and he has also 
appeared on many media outlets.

Over the years, Family Research Council 

has been blessed to work with some of 

the best and brightest Christian minds 

working to advance faith, family, and 

freedom in their respective fields. In an 

effort to continue the crucial work of 

equipping believers, influencing policy, 

and advancing a biblical worldview, our 

team has expanded to include the following 

senior fellows—men and women whose 

wisdom and expertise are most needed in 

this current cultural moment.
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REV. BOB FU, Ph.D. is a Senior Fellow for International 
Religious Freedom. Bob was a former student leader in China 
during the Tiananmen Square democracy movement in 1989. 
Bob was also a house church leader in Beijing until he and his 
wife, Bochun “Heidi” Cai, were imprisoned in 1996. In 1997, 
he was exiled to the United States, and in 2002, Bob founded 
ChinaAid in Philadelphia to promote religious freedom and rule 
of law in China. As religious persecution continues to spread 
around the world, and as China, in particular, continues to play 
a troubling role, Bob brings to FRC his specific expertise in 
handling religious freedom issues in that country.

CHRIS GACEK, J.D., Ph.D. is the Coalitions Senior 
Research Fellow. He has previously worked for the Heritage 
Foundation, the American Enterprise Institute, the U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit (as a law clerk), the Federal 
Communications Commission, and a subcommittee of the 
Senate Homeland Security and Government Affairs Committee 
(Sen. Tom Coburn, Chairman). Chris brings his encyclopedic 
knowledge of case law, history, and politics to bear as FRC 
seeks to foster and maintain relationships with like-minded 
organizations both here and abroad.

LELA GILBERT is a Senior Fellow for International Religious 
Freedom. Lela resided in Israel for 10 years; she writes and speaks 
about the intensifying persecution of Christians, antisemitism, 
and abuses of religious minorities across the world. Her work has 

appeared in numerous publications and outlets, including 
Newsweek, Fox News, RealClearReligion, and The Jerusalem 
Post. Lela brings a lengthy record of advocating for 
persecuted believers and addressing current-day faith and 
freedom issues. 

MEG KILGANNON is a Senior Fellow for Education 
Studies. Previously she served at the U.S. Department 
of Education as Director of the Office of Faith and 
Opportunity Initiatives in the Trump administration. Meg 
combines her expertise in education policy with her skills as 
a coalition builder to promote excellence and accountability 
in America’s public schools. Meg is helping chart the 
course for the dramatic change that is needed in America’s 
education system and helping FRC Action transform school 
boards through education activism.

OWEN STRACHAN is a Senior Fellow for the Center 
for Biblical Worldview. He currently serves as Provost and 
Research Professor of Theology at Grace Bible Theological 
Seminary in Conway, Arkansas. He is the former President 
of the Council on Biblical Manhood and Womanhood and 
author of numerous books. Through resources like his latest 
book, Christianity and Wokeness (published in July), Owen 
will help CBW expose the secular ideologies that have 
increasingly infiltrated Christian universities, denominations, 
and other institutions and help provide resources for pastors, 
churches, and Christian families.

For more information, visit frc.org/staff
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RESPONDING TO ANTISEMITISM

Witnessing the Rise of Antisemitism 
in the U.S. as a Non-Jew 
BY LELA GILBERT

As antisemitism increases around the world, it is imperative that Christians 
lean into the Scriptures to discover how God wants us to respond.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK: A Hasidic man walks through a Jewish Orthodox neighborhood in Brooklyn. (Photo by Spencer Platt/Getty Images)
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During the wonderful decade I lived in 
Jerusalem, I received an education no 
university could have possibly provided. 
To this day, I’m still amazed by those 
many living lessons of Israel’s remarkable 
history, its world-class accomplishments, 
and its vibrant joie de vivre.

I also learned about something not-
so-wonderful: antisemitism. Since 
I’m not Jewish myself and I grew up 
in a Christian family, I was woefully 
ignorant and, frankly, horrified when 
I began to grasp the lies and hateful 
legends about Jews that never seem to 
stop. It was equally alarming to find that 
antisemitism is widespread not only in 
the surrounding Arab countries, but well 
beyond.

I attended lectures and seminars, 
followed global news with dismay, and 
engaged in lengthy conversations with 
friends on the subject. For me personally, 
it was particularly heartbreaking to 
learn that for two millennia, anti-Jewish 
abuses had bloodied the hands of 
innumerable Christians.

Also notable was something I discovered 
while writing my book Saturday People, 
Sunday People: the recent history of 
nearly a million Jews expelled from some 
dozen Muslim Arab countries in the 
20th century. This under-reported story 
became a theme of my efforts.

Since then, I’ve written about 
antisemitism with some frequency. And 
although I learned much about the 
subject during my years in Jerusalem, 
after I returned to the U.S. in 2017 the 
encroachment of Jew-hatred has at times 
seemed too close for comfort.

For example, The New York Times 
reported that the Anti-Defamation 
League recorded more than 2,100 
antisemitic incidents in the U.S. during 
2019—a 12 percent increase since 2018. 

The Times went on to cite several recent 
violent incidents including:  

“A 72-year-old Hasidic rabbi was one of five people who were injured in a machete 
attack during a Hanukkah celebration at a home in Monsey in December. He died 
from his injuries in March. Other attacks included a shootout in December in which 
five people were killed inside a kosher market in Jersey City. [And] an Orthodox 
Jewish man was stabbed outside a synagogue in Ramapo, N.Y., in November.”

NEW VIRUS SPREADS  
OLD ANTISEMITIC TROPES 

All of this took place before the COVID-19 pandemic began to overwhelm the world 
in 2020.

Overseas, it didn’t take long for Iran’s mullahs to accuse Jews of creating the virus and 
mercilessly spreading that accusation around the planet. On May 14, they happily 
celebrated the torching of Esther and Mordecai’s tomb in Hamadan, Iran—an ancient 
Jewish holy site.

In the meantime, a Ukrainian police chief—in an act eerily reminiscent of Nazi 
activities and supposedly to protect his community from the virus—demanded that he 
be provided with a list of all Jews, including addresses and phone numbers.

Closer to home, there was other troubling news.

Last year, New York Mayor Bill De Blasio tweeted, “My message to the Jewish 
community, and all communities, is this simple: the time for warnings has passed. I 
have instructed the NYPD to proceed immediately to summons or even arrest those 
who gather in large groups. This is about stopping this disease and saving lives. Period.”

De Blasio’s outburst ignited a firestorm among New York’s Jewish community leaders.

The funeral of a respected rabbi had attracted a large gathering in the Williamsburg 
neighborhood of Brooklyn. Permits for the funeral had been granted.
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Some, who had found the hateful handout on their property, had 
security camera photos of the man who passed them out. Several 
insisted that he should be arrested. 

In a secular neighborhood this was, to say the least, heartening. 

WHAT WILL WE CHOOSE?

But as Christians, we are not only called upon to love our 
neighbors. We are specifically instructed by the Bible that the 
Jews are uniquely beloved by God as his chosen people (Romans 
9-11). And this is not simply a key to our own blessing, based on 
God’s Word to Abraham in Genesis 12:2-3 (NKJV): 

“I will bless you, And make your name great; And you shall be a 
blessing. I will bless those who bless you, And I will curse him 
who curses you; And in you all the families of the earth shall be 
blessed.”

As we watch the increase of replacement theology and other 
vile heresies sweeping through our churches, and as we see the 
appalling rise of violent abuse of Jews and Christians surging 
across the world, surely we should pray for help and deliverance. 

But let’s not only intercede for ourselves and our own children. 
Let’s commit to praying, encouraging, and defending God’s 
beloved Jewish people and the nation of Israel. This is not only an 
obligation (Psalm 122:6), but also our Christian privilege.

A version of this article originally appeared in The Jerusalem Post on 
May 23, 2020. 

Lela Gilbert is a Senior Fellow for International Religious Freedom 
at Family Research Council and a fellow at the Hudson Institute’s 
Center for Religious Freedom. An award-winning writer, Lela has 
authored or co-authored more than 60 books, including Saturday 
People, Sunday People: Israel through the Eyes of a Christian 
Sojourner (Encounter Books, 2013). 

Although New Yorkers of every description had also packed 
themselves in, shoulder to shoulder, to watch a flyover by the 
Blue Angels and Thunderbirds, the Jewish funeral attendees 
were easily identified by their traditional religious attire. And 
that seemed to have triggered the mayor’s outrage. 

In response, an NPR article was headlined, “Jewish Americans 
Say They Are Scapegoated for The Coronavirus Spread. There is 
no data indicating religious Jews are violating social distancing 
rules at a greater rate than other demographic groups… but 
there’s a pattern of specifically highlighting Jewish offenders.”

The article went on to say, “… A New Jersey man was arrested 
for using Facebook to threaten to assault Lakewood’s Jews for 
spreading the virus.”

He was charged with making terrorist threats during a state 
of emergency. A county deputy fire marshal in New Jersey was 
investigated for similar Facebook comments. And in Queens, a 
couple was charged after attacking a group of Orthodox Jews—
ripping their masks off and punching them in the face—for 
supposedly not social distancing.

“‘You Jews are all getting us sick,’ the couple allegedly yelled.”

WHEN HATE HITS HOME

Following the recent Israel-Gaza War, Forbes reported in June 
2021 that 60 percent of U.S. Jews have reported witnessing 
behavior or comments they personally deemed to be antisemitic. 

Thankfully, another recent account offers some solace. It 
appeared in my own suburban Washington, D.C. neighborhood, 
on a popular online “Nextdoor” blogsite.

“Hateful Flyers Left on my Doorstep” read the headline.

The writer explained: 

“I just found a racist and antisemitic flyer left on my 
walkway. I see the flyer has been left for my neighbors 
as well. It’s a disturbing thing to find. If anyone received 
one of these and has a security camera, please see if you 
caught the perpetrator and maybe forward the video to 
the police.

I called them but I don’t have any actionable info. It’s 
so sad to encounter this at a time when we should all be 
pulling together…” 

This was followed by an extraordinary thread that, at last count, 
amounted to more than 230 comments—every one of them 
infuriated about the flyer. No one called for violence, but many 
demanded that the city police, the FBI, the city council, or the 
mayor should be notified immediately of this antisemitic outrage.

Let’s commit to praying, 
encouraging, and defending 
God’s beloved Jewish people and 
the nation of Israel. This is not 
only an obligation, but also our 
Christian privilege.
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